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Tampere University of Technology

1. Abstract

The main outcomes of the deliverable are actually implemented software components and interfaces which
are described within this document. The aim of these software components and interfaces is to realize
management systems for electricity networks.
First the overview of Integris architecture is described. Secondly software architectures are described.
Finally, it will be specified and implemented modules, subsystems and applications which compose the
whole system as well as interactions between them.
The third part of document consists of descriptions of electricity network management systems developed in
Integris project. The electricity network management system has been described from viewpoint of use.
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2. Overview of Integris architecture
Before to start describing and implementing different applications that should be present in the system, it is
important to refresh the INTEGRIS software architecture established in deliverable D2.3.Global system
architecture. This may allow to obtain constraints and requirements existing at the system and fit software
implementations to the system more ease.
The INTEGRIS platform is subdivided in three main horizontal stratums, but furthermore, there are some
transversal layers that may symbolize common services present in the three horizontal stratums. This is due
to the fact that some services or applications should be supported by the three stratums in order to approach a
correct performance of the services and the whole system.
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Figure 1. INTEGRIS software architecture.

Related to horizontal stratum, system is composed by communication technology, middleware and
application stratum.
First one is related to medium access technologies, and implements commercial, off-the-shelf protocols
which should support system connectivity. Its functions may be data transmission, flux control, error
detection and correction, access control, topologies management and adaptation to the higher layer. Within
this stratum it is possible to spot a set of different transmission technologies involved in the transmission
such as WSN, PLC, RFID protocols. Each technology should be an opaque block, being each block only
focused on establishing reliable physical links between system and its neighbours. It means, that to
communicate two blocks, it should be necessary to access to the higher stratum
Intermediate layer supports logic related to interconnect different transmission technologies coming from
previous stratum and providing QoS. Its goal is to provide a common unique interface to every technology
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which assists QoS services and standard-protocols adaption. Also this stratum should provide to application
stratum virtual, end-to-end application communications.
Application stratum should be focused on accommodating specific services of INTEGRIS project, covering
all the functions dwelled in the system. These functions may comprise network managing functions,
electrical services, system managing, business applications, maintenance functions, accounting or cognitive
intelligence applications.
On the other hand, transversal layers comprise all the services which should be present in each stratum of the
architecture, with the purpose to offer a complete and integral solution to the whole system. These services
may cover Quality of Service, system self-managing, cognitive intelligence and security services. If some of
these services might not be included in every stratum, performance may be degraded considerable, and in
some cases approaching not no determined behaviours or performance errors.

Communication architecture
INTEGRIS achieves the necessary redundancy implied by the reliability requirements coming from D2.2 by
combining several layer 2 communication technologies:
Broadband PLC as the main communication system spanning the distribution grid and indispensable
to reach its underground parts.
Wireless to reach parts of the aerial grid and to provide redundancy.
Cabled communication networks when available.
In INTEGRIS the type of Wireless used in the field trials is Wi-Fi and the type of cabled network used is
Fiber optics.
The necessary networking among these technologies is done by the use of the TRILL protocol which
basically uses IS-IS routing protocol to create mesh networks at layer 2 (See D3.2).
In this way INTEGRIS creates a layer 2 meshed network within each I-Domain that allows for using freely
IEC61850 protocol within the I-Domain without having to resort to other protocols and with improved
latency and reliability. In a way, Ethernet spans the whole I-Domain allowing for dealing with it as a single
substation.
The devices that make this possible are the I-Devs. The I-Devs provision the distribution grid with
computing and storage capacities integrated with the communications functionalities thing that allows
improving the availability of the data and reducing the latency of some smart grid functions. Figure 2
represents the communications architecture envisaged by INTEGRIS.
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Figure 2. Example of the communications architecture envisaged by INTEGRIS.

From the protocol stack point of view, Figure 3 represents the stack of protocols supported by the II-Dev in
its meshed part (PC platform).

Figure 3. Stack of protocols of the II-Dev
Dev meshed part.

In it, it can be seen that IEC 61850 services can run over MMS/TCP/IP, over UDP/IP in the case of Simple
Network Time Protocol (SNTP) or even directly over Ethernet in tthe
he case of GOOSE messages.
It can also be seen the place for TRILL in the stack of protocols. Moreover, is shown the part of the stack
managed by the INTEGRIS Communication Functionality, which mainly deals with the layer 2 protocols to
create the I-Domain.
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Distribution network management
Background
Distribution system operators (DSOs) operate in a scenario defined by a national and international regulatory
framework which on one hand vigorously promotes and rewards customers who install distributed generation
(DG) and storage and on the other hand, sets progressively more challenging goals of quality of service
provisioned to end users. The latter tends to negatively affect DSO's business model by pressuring margins.
In fact DSO’s operating margins are subjected to a remuneration or penalization mechanism related to the
number of disconnection for both MV and LV customers and the length of the disconnection. The growing
complexity, brought about by DG, makes increasingly difficult to meet those quality of service standards.
Therefore the only sustainable way for DSOs to cope with this trend and keep their economic model in
balance, is to enhance the technological level of the grid and the efficiency of their operations, moving
toward what has been called the smart grid.
The smart grid promises to make real the next generation of electrical application for grid management:
monitoring, control and protection. ICT is considered a key enabler of this transformational process, and
several European research projects have been launched to design an ICT infrastructure to support smart grid
applications.
Some of them tend to view the grid management of the future simply as an evolution of today’s centralized
systems like automatic meter infrastructure (AMI) integrated with DMS with modest communication
improvements based on traditional media, such as GPRS [Väh10,Jär07]. Other research projects envision a
hierarchical and flexible ICT architecture as a requirement for some smart grid advancements, such as Fenix
[Fenix] focused on virtual power plant mainly, Address [Address] focused on active demand and Adine
[Adine] active network management concept.
The approach proposed by the European project INTEGRIS centers around the development of a novel and
flexible ICT infrastructure based on a hybrid broadband power line communication (BB PLC) and wireless
integrated communications system, such as Wi-Fi and wireless sensor network. The INTEGRIS hybrid and
meshed communication environment pursues a balanced tradeoff between DSOs’ investments/benefits and a
fairly good and efficient progress on communications - meeting most of the requirements of smart grids. The
project takes into account changes on the LV networks due to the introduction of AMI, DG, electrical vehicle
(EV) connection and demand response applications. It also considers the unbundling, which demands a strict
separation of duties and roles across the players active in the electricity supply chain.

Present situation
A typical European distribution grid consists of primary substations (PSs) for the HV/MV transformation,
secondary substations (SSs) for the MV/LV transformation, final customers usually connected in LV. Power
grids are managed from the control center (CC) where the PSs equipment are monitored and are remote
controlled through the SCADA/DMS system including detailed network data of distribution network. In
advanced DMS also LV network data is involved. This is a very centralized model where the intelligence is
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concentrated at the CC. Figure 3 describes the combination of advanced distribution network management
systems which includes features from many existing systems.
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Figure 4. Centralized distribution network management system.

In today's environment cost/benefits constraints are preventing a real decentralization of the intelligence with
possibly the exception of PSs where Substation Automation (SA) systems have already been deployed in
some cases. The local electronic devices like RTU (Remote Terminal Unit) and IED (Intelligent Electronic
Device) have typically limited capabilities. Feeder automation is mainly designed to reduce the duration of
MV outages utilizing fast autoreclosing, remotely controlled disconnectors, reclosers and sectionalizers.
These devices might have a predefined operation procedure or they may be remotely controlled by
SCADA/DMS. Monitoring and control are rarely present at SS level. This is mainly due to the absence of
cost effective communication media.
LV network typically has no intelligent features except for the Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) which was
defined in most cases for a commercial purpose only. AMR systems may read several million meters
although again in a centralized way. The way used today to handle the increased number of devices is by
providing levels of concentration.
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The biggest ICT deployments today over distribution network management are dedicated to the topic of
AMR and its evolution towards AMI where smart meter information would be available for network realtime monitoring purposes and simple controls like mains switch opening. Dedicated power quality (PQ)
monitoring system could be used for real time monitoring of permanent and temporary PQ measurements
and disturbance recording downloading.
The second major development topic is the utilization of home energy management (HEM) in smart grids in
general. HEM may control selected contracted DERs based on CC commands. Today this is e.g.
participation to demand response programs but in the future HEM could also offer services to distribution
network management.
Distribution CC systems are typically point to point integrated and using tailored interfaces and therefore
utilization of integration layer (e.g. enterprise application integration) and standard interfaces is becoming
more and more important when the number of integrated systems increases in smart grid context.

Proposed concept
Figure 5 represents the proposed concept for electricity distribution network management. It is based on
concept which is capable of decentralizing intelligence, applications and communications.
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Figure 5. Decentralized distribution network management system.
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Decentralization is becoming possible due to addition of measurement and control devices into MV and LV
networks and also due to cheap and capable enough communication. In this way some duties of operators
and some completely new tasks may be decentralized to lower levels of automation system. Decentralized
distribution network management system is not gathering all information and decision making into CC but
some simple decisions could be made automatically at PS, SS or customer site. Decentralized system store
and analyze data locally at these sites and send only alarms and requested or analyzed information to CC.
Distribution network management may be improved by extending the area directly monitored in real-time,
speeding up the decision making and utilizing DERs in distribution network management. This is very
important in smart grids where very large number of measurement and control devices is available for
network management. The role of operator in CC is to supervise the functioning of these automatic systems
and make high level decisions. The benefits of better observability and controllability of smart grid will
probably come out first in extreme cases like island operation and microgrids and next in cases where large
number of DER are connected and available for control.
Aggregation of information may be realized in many levels. CC is an obvious location to aggregate
information and to make centralized complex decisions. However CC does not need to know every detail of
small scale resources located at customer sites at least in real time. If more detailed information is required,
this information is available at lower levels of automation system.
Starting from the bottom the first level to aggregate information is HEM system which is managing DERs. It
gets measurement data from smart meter, measurement sensors and DER, make decisions to operate DER
(e.g. minimize EV charging cost or maximize usage of locally produced energy), realize network
management commands from upper level automation systems (e.g. reduce power taken from distribution
network in order to relieve network congestion) and send relevant aggregated information to upper level
automation systems.
MV/LV automation on the left side of Figure 5 represents SS and LV network monitoring and management,
which gathers information from HEM, smart meters and RTUs. Database is used to store real-time
measurement data and control commands. SS and LV network management includes for example functions
described in Chapter 5 utilizing real-time data in decision making. MV/LV automation on the right side of
Figure 5 represents MV network monitoring and management, which gathers information from PQ
monitoring units, RTUs and IEDs. Functions located on this side are for example improved feeder
automation and outage management. MV/LV automation updates aggregated measurement and status
information of network condition under its supervision to SA and in some cases also to adjacent SSs.
SA has been influenced a lot by IEC 61850 SA standard which enables interoperability of IEDs to introduce
intelligent protection, monitoring and control functions.
The primary idea behind the proposed concept is to utilize the same automation and communication system
for all purposes of distribution network management. Parallel reading and automation systems in centralized
concept will be replaced with single automation system. The automation system should be expandable and
open in similar way than SA systems based on IEC 61850. For example the real-time measurement data from
smart meter flows first to MV/LV automation where it is analyzed and aggregated with other measurements.
Only final conclusions are sent further to SA and CC. Similarly hourly energy measurements are first
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concentrated at SS and then further sent to billing system. The aggregation and decentralized analysis of raw
measurement data reduces significantly communication burden because major part of data is meaningless for
CC operator and should not be send to CC.

Hardware environment
INTEGRIS hardware environment consists of Integrid devices (I-Devs) both at PS and SS. These are
connected via broadband PLC, Wi-Fi and/or fiber optic links. CC, where SCADA, network management
system and NTP server are located, has a fiber optic connection to PS. Basically PS and SS I-Devs are
similar except SS I-Dev collect also measurements from LV customer connection points via smart meters
and HEMs.

Figure 6. Top-level architecture of INTEGRIS system.

Physical connection of SS I-Dev components is represented in Figure 7. Main components are PC platform,
RTU, meter data collector, smart meter and HEM. The role of these components is described in detail in
Chapter 3.
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Figure 7. SS I-Dev and its connections.
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3. Electrical network management system
INTEGRIS project is going to demonstrate electrical network management system described in Chapter 2.
This chapter describes the use cases going to be demonstrated. The following three use cases represent the
overview of MV and LV network management system where customer owned DERs are available for
network management. It is also expected that distribution network might have occasional congestion
problems due to consumption increment of heat pumps, air conditioning devices and EVs or due to
production increment of DG e.g. photovoltaic cells. Congestion problems are not however allowed to cause
inconvenience to end customers. From DSO’s viewpoint the network management should improve network
management processes and end customer service quality.
Figure 8 represent the entity of SS I-Dev from electrical viewpoint. It consists of monitoring units like RTU,
smart meter and PQ monitoring unit, protocol gateways to translate all messages to IEC 61850, and I-Dev
PC and HEM to store and analyse data and to actuate controls. All connections to upper level systems are
realized utilizing IEC 61850.
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Figure 8. Logical connection of SS I-Dev components.
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MV/LV network monitoring
Definition of use case
The basic idea of MV/LV integrated network monitoring use case is to push the limits of monitoring from
the higher stack of the grid all the way through to MV and LV, up to end users and gather all these data
where they are needed. At the present time, only HV/MV data from PSs are gathered and sent to the CC via
the SCADA system. Tomorrow, when the whole grid is monitored, moving all the data from the edge to the
CC will be inefficient and even not really necessary. It will be more convenient to store and to process data
locally, and moving to the CC only computed results such as alarms or aggregated information.
For this reason, integrated monitoring use case defines a local repository in each node substation. At PS
level, MV busbars and lines are monitored. At SS level, measurement related to MV/LV busbars and LV
lines are collected and merged with data from smart meters and HEMs.
Measures are one of the most important topic in the Smart Grid. With measures and some simple rules, a
DSO would be able to improve the quality of service and the total efficiency of the electrical energy
distribution system, even in presence of intermittent – renewable – energy sources. According to a DSO
point of view, having a more accurate understanding the electrical state of the grid allow to reduce both the
number and the average length of failures, and pinpoint investments where are really needed as opposed to
spreading capital and operating costs evenly. The most critical assets of the grid (HV/MV and MV/LV
transformers, MV and LV lines) should be identified:
From a real-time management standpoint, this allow to change the network configuration both to
reduce the load of the critical components – i.e. improving the overall reliability of the grid – and to
move the load where the losses are lower.
From a planning standpoint, this allow to pinpoint investments where are really needed as opposed
to spreading capital and operating costs evenly.
Detecting in real-time the presence and the location of a fault to restore the service as soon as possible, e.g.
by:
reconfiguring the MV grid to minimize the numbers of disconnected customers,
send a workforce to fix the problem.

Overview of use case implementation
More in details, measurement values from SS RTU are phase voltages, transformer MV and LV side phase
currents, and LV feeder phase currents, zero current, active and reactive power, and energy. Smart meters
measure phase voltages and currents, active and reactive power, and energy. It also sends fault indication
information (no outage, outage in phase L1, L2 or L3, broken zero conductor, wrong phase order). HEMs
provide phase currents of DERs. Power quality values like total harmonic distortion are available at RTU and
also at HEM if customer connection point PQ monitoring units are available. PQ monitoring unit measure
voltage level, rapid voltage changes, harmonics, etc., sends these values every 10 minutes to I-Dev via HEM
and smart meter. PQ quantities are 10 minutes mean RMS values, number of events, etc. defined according
to EN 50160.
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RTU, smart meters and HEMs collect real-time measurements and calculate average values from
measurement data. HEM provides its data to smart meter which merges its own values and values from HEM
to same DLMS message. Meter data collector in I-Dev collects data from all smart meters. Similarly there is
a RTU data collector to receive data from RTU to I-Dev. Both collectors store received data to SQL
database. RTU and smart meter data are requested via protocol gateway to translate it into IEC 61850. In that
way I-Dev has only IEC 61850 interface.
Measurement values from RTU are received every 10 seconds and values from smart meters every minute.
All measurement values include timestamp which are synchronized using SNTP. GPS based master clock at
PS is used to distribute the clock to all I-Devs which will further distribute the clock to measurement devices.
If measurements indicate a severe disturbance, an alarm to SCADA/DMS will be sent immediately.
Otherwise the MV/LV network monitoring application in I-Dev reviews measurements every day, compares
data to certain threshold levels, and creates a report of each monitored measurement value. Threshold levels
are generally based on standard EN 50160. For sensitive customers, those levels can be set separately. In
addition there can be multiple threshold levels to describe the severity of power quality disturbance. If there
has been an exceeding of threshold levels, a notification/alarm is send to SCADA/DMS. The notification
contains the information about the customer who suffered power quality threshold level exceeding, what
power quality quantity has exceeded threshold level, the time of threshold level exceeding and which level
has exceeded in case when multiple threshold levels are defined.
Reports based on continuous measurements from different parts of the system are used to inform system
planner both the MV and the LV network investment needs. Similarly, real-time information read from IDev database may be utilized to improve customer service in CC. Customer complaints e.g. about PQ
problems may be checked and given immediate feedback. Real-time data in I-Dev’s database is also utilized
in LV network congestion management and LV network fault management.

Synchronized measurements
Basic quantities to monitor are:
the MV current and voltage from each phase (Figure 9a),
the LV current and voltage from two phase plus homopolar (neutral) values (Figure 9b),
voltage and current of any customers or distributed generation.
HV measurements are outside the INTEGRIS domain, but they can be included without any “conceptual”
trouble.
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Figure 9. Typical sensor setup for the a) MV grid; b) LV grid.

Currents and voltages are considered the basic – and therefore the most important – because they are the
input of some important algorithms such as the LV network state estimation and load flow management, that
allow to compute the actual power flow (both active and reactive). However, if P and Q were measured, this
would allow both to check the result of the computation and to improve the accuracy of the result.
The real-time concept relevant to the distribution grid monitoring is somehow different from the common
sense deriving from audio/video signal processing applications. Presently, the monitoring for the grid
management (i.e. excluding power quality analysis and protection schemes implementation) consists of
transferring current and voltage values from primary substations (and in some cases from secondary
substations) directly only to the control center. The most part of the MV network is not monitored as well as
data from MV/LV costumers and producers are not used at all.
Measures have to be associated with the time-variant grid topology to allow taking the right snapshot of the
grid status at a certain time:
The CC has to be aware of the complete grid configuration, including MV/LV assets and customers
point of connection for each single-phase.
The PS must contain information on the piece of MV grid which they feed.
SSs must store information about their parent PS, on their child LV network, including information
on the final customers.
This idea is depicted in Figure 10. MV grid topology is time-variant. In fact, the relation between PS and SS
changes when are issued command to reconfigure the network, from the CC, e.g. to restore the service in
case of fault. To keep align the grid topology all along the grid, each variation must trigger an automatic
update procedure. For the sake of simplicity INTEGRIS, will not deal with this issue.
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Figure 10. Grid topology information has to be distributed into the local databases present in
each substation: primary substation (dotted line); secondary substation (dashed line).

A similar reasoning applies to measurement uncertainty. In fact, the result of a computation is affected by the
uncertainty of its parameters. The procedure used to estimate the effect on the final result due to the
deviation of a parameter from its nominal value, is commonly known as Sensitivity Analysis [Sal08]. In
distributed measurement systems, one of the most relevant factor of uncertainty is the time synchronization
uncertainty [Cri02]. To deal with this issue, a mechanism to ensure measurement synchronization must be in
place.
Synchronization is already used in PS Automation – as it requires an accurate synchronization of the IEDs
connected to the LAN. Here, the master clock is sourced from a GPS based system and then distributed the
LAN by using NTP protocol as recommended in the first version of the 61850 standard and shown in Figure
11.
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Figure 11. IED synchronization in PS automation.

The challenge that INTEGRIS is currently dealing with is to try to distribute NTP packets all along the grid,
reaching all the equipment involved in the measurements acquisition a processing, such as the RTU, smart
meter, HEM, PC at SS, etc. Due to the research nature of INTEGRIS, the goal is to investigate the actual
accuracy achievable with NTP and the heterogeneous grid rather than match a specific requirement in terms
of synchronization accuracy. Further analysis could provide comparisons with the Precision Time Protocol
defined in IEEE 1588 (and suggested in the second release of 61850).

Figure 12. Synchronization in INTEGRIS.
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I-Dev PC
Measures are stored in a local database, which is just a part of a more comprehensive measurement database.
It can be regarded as the natural evolution of present SCADA systems, extending their reach to other sensors
and devices (e.g. smart meters). SS is the place of choice where combining data from the metering system
and from the MV/LV grid. PS are, on the other hand, the ideal place to store HV/MV measurement. The CC
is the place where the monitoring of the overall status of the grid takes place.
Data are processed as close as possible to where they are stored. For instance, it is more efficient to perform
algorithms – e.g state estimation, load flow, losses calculation, etc. – relevant to each piece of LV grid in SSs
than perform them once on the whole MV/LV grid at the CC level. In this way, only aggregated values (e.g.
average, min, max, standard deviation, etc.) and alarms are brought back up to higher levels of the grid. In
fact, higher levels do not need to know every detail of small scale resources located below, at least in
real-time.
Software in I-Dev PC actively monitors measurement data that it gets from various sources (e.g. RTU or
smart meter, etc.). Software checks have there been any anomalies or overload situations in measurement
interval that usually is 10 minutes. This checking is done with Octave scripts that determine state of
electrical network and if any action is necessary. If no special action is necessary then data collection is
continued as normal behavior. If there have been anomalies then notification will be sent to SCADA and
possible commands received from SCADA will be executed if any. In an overload situations scripts will
determine where the overload has been and command to reduce load will be sent to proper Theregate device
and Theregate will answer back what activities it has taken to reduce network load if any action is taken.
Use of IEC 61850 standard as a guideline to desing database and communication methods between different
devices is recommended. IEC 61850 defines standard structures and protocols that make it easier to make
different devices to understand each other. Different devices communicate with different protocols. I-Dev PC
will only communicate through IEC 61850. Therefore RTU device needs protocol gateway that traslates
modbus to IEC 61850 standard protocols. Also smart meter needs protocol gateway to IEC 61850 because it
uses DLMS protocol. Also protocol gateways are needed to communicate with SCADA if it uses protocol
other than IEC 61850. If additinional devices are added in the future then there is a possibility that other
protocol gateways will be needed.
Protocol gateways to RTU, SCADA and to smart meters are physical devises that do transformations
automatically once they are configurer properly. IEC 61850 interface implementations on I-Dev PC are done
with software libraries. For example Sisco MMS-EASE Lite can be used for IEC 61850 communication.
As a database software a MySQL by Oracle is used. This allows to collect, sort and transfer any kind of data
that is necessary. Database will be made of multiple tables. All the different types of components will have
their own table and the tables will be joined together with identification data that is specified in IEC 61850.
Measurements will be joined to corresponding devices. This way device connections and network structures
are defined in a standard manner and can be understood by applications as necessary.
Monitoring task on I-Dev PC is divided on multiple parts. Main software is written on C++/C language and
is allways on. It's dutie is to read data from database every 10 minutes and compute state estimation by using
Octave scripts. If state estimation requires something to be done, for example load needs to be lowered, then
another Octave script is run and that will determine where the overload situation is and tells the main
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program where the commands is to be send. Main program also makes every 24 hour cycle a report from the
stored PQ-data and sends it to SCADA.
RTU data collector software is a helper to the main C++/C program. Its duties is to contact RTU-Gateway
regularly and store it's information to database for later use by the main program. This helper software also
analyses RTU measurement values and if limit values are surpassed then it makes independently alarm to
SCADA.
Meter data collector is another helper that operates on I-Dev PC independently of main program. It connects
with DLMS data collector and collects the data it has stored and stores it to the database for main C++/C
program to use later.
The Octave interface is as follows. Octave will show to C++/C program as a library that is included as a
header file. This way Octave does not need to running on its own but as extension library as a software that
defines data types and functions that can be used directly and natively from main program. This offers
simplicity because there is no need to make separate communiation channel and will be faster to run as a
native code than interpreted.

SCADA
The acronym “SCADA” is used to denote the supervisory unit installed in the Control Center of the Utility
and used to manage the grid in real-time. SCADA receives continuously measures and alarms from the
HV/MV grid via remote terminal units (RTUs). RTUs allow the sending of remote command to
disconnectors or circuit breakers that alter the topology of the MV grid when is needed, e.g. when a fault
occurs to reduce the number of disconnected customers.
A SCADA system is typically build of many services:
The Human Machine Interface (HMI) is the bridge between the system and the operator of the
control center and it allow to summarize what is happening on the grid, showing the state of breakers
and disconnectors and some actual measures. A further HMI is made available to technical staff in
order to configure the system.
A core system which takes care of the real-time processes such as:
o Query RTUs to get measures,
o Perform integrity checks on the data gathered from the field
o Manage the event list
o Back-up real-time information into an historical database
The Historical DB can be query in order to create report, dashboards, etc.
Front-ends are used to interpret the protocol used between the SCADA and RTUs
The data flow of measures and alarms is directed from the field to the control center and it is depicted in
Figure 13. The flow of command messages is directed from the center to the field, therefore it follows the
reverse path.
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Figure 13. Simplified logical description of a SCADA system.

The most part of SCADAs presently available on the marker are based on either IEC 61870-5-104 or DNP3.
To guarantee the backward compatibility some old-fashion serial protocol – such as IEC 101 – are supported.
On the other hand, IEC 61850 has been chosen by INTEGRIS as the standard protocol for all the electrical
application. This standard was originally defined to be the future standard for substation automation systems
in a way to replace proprietary standards and to guarantee interoperability between equipments from
different vendors, but know many stakeholders share the same vision of the INTEGRIS consortium.
In order to prove the applicability of the IEC 61850 at any level (control center, primary and secondary
substation), INTEGRIS will use a IEC 61850-based SCADA, provided by iGRID [iGRID]. This means that,
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the PC part of the I-Dev – the one which contains the distributed intelligence – will speak directly to the
central system in IEC 61850, to report periodically average values and transmitting alarms when needed.
From a communications stand-point, the SCADA acts as a client performing a connection request to the
server i.e. the PC. After the communication is established the reporting service is used by the PC to move
alarms and measures. Usually buffered reporting (BRCB) is used for alarms, and un-buffered reporting
(UBRCB) for measures. The only difference between buffered and un-buffered reporting is that when unbuffered, data is lost while there is no communications. This is why it is current to send alarms by BRCB
using and measures by UBRCB, in order to not overflow the communication buffers when a communications
failure happens. But in INTEGRIS, because it is mainly related with measures, maybe it has sense to send
some measures buffered.
In terms of physical connection, the only requirement is the SCADA has an Ethernet connection.

RTU measurements
Overview of RTU measurements is presented in figure below. RTU receives analog measurements using
wired connection from current sensors on both sides of transformer and from voltage sensor on LV side. In
addition RTU receives also measurements from each LV feeder using wireless connection. Then information
are aggregated within RTU and sent through a gateway EGX 3200 able to translate that information to IEC
61850. Complete set of measurement values is presented in Table 1. RTU is communicating through modbus
serial to EGX3200 gateway.

Figure 14. RTU measurement arrangement.

Wireless batteryless current sensors are set up on the LV feeders. Voltage is measured at the same time using
specific 3V Voltage cards. Synchronisation is made between voltage & current sensors thanks to zigbee
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protocol communication. Then calculations are made within the sensors. Active and reactive power is
calculated as well as energy flow (positive or negative), power quality such as harmonics & unbalance are
also monitored as well as currents. All these Information are sent to RTU through Zigbee.

Measurement

Where

Who

Remarks

I

Transformer/MV side

RTU

Three phases + Neutral

I

Transformer/LV side

RTU

Three phases + Neutral

V

Transformer/LV side

RTU

Three phases

VTHD

Transformer/LV side

RTU

Three phases

Delta V

Transformer/LV side

RTU

Three phases

I (H1)

Every LV output

RTU

Three phases + Neutral

P

Every LV output

RTU

Three phases

P (H1)

Every LV output

RTU

Three phases

Q (H1)

Every LV output

RTU

Three phases

E+

Every LV output

RTU

Three phases

E-

Every LV output

RTU

Three phases

Table 1. RTU measurement values.

The complete implementation of RTU on SS is described in the figure below.
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Figure 15. Implementation of RTU measurements on SS.

Measurements from customer sites
In a home electrical network there are switches/measurement devices that Theregate (HEM) from There
Corporation polls at regular intervals to get measurement data. This data is then stored and modified in
Theregate as needed. This data is then collected by a smart meter (Emiel) from Indra. Smart meter does this
via a HTTP presentation bridge that allows for calling functions inside Theregate. HTTP presentation bridge
is a normal HTTP server that uses SSL encryption that relays calls to functions and their replies as a
webpages back to who made the call. Smart meter merges Theregate and it’s own measurements (currents,
voltages, active and reactive power and energy) and then sends this information via DLMS protocol to
DLMS collector that stores this data to be picked up by I-Dev PC.
Measurements coming from smart meters are collected with Station Data Concentrator from Current. It’s
tasks are to connect to smart meters, collect measurements and send control command coming from I-Dev
PC to smart meters and further to HEM. DLMS protocol is used for smart meter messaging. Station Data
Concentrator provides a SOAP interface over HTTP/HTTPS to connect it to I-Dev PC via protocol gateway.
Figure 16 represents details of Station Data Concentrator and smart meter connection.
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Figure 16. Connections of Station Data Concentrator.

Power quality monitoring unit from MX Electrix is connected to a customer connection point. It measures
PQ quantities and after each 10 minute period it will produce values of those quantities. After each 1010
minute period, HEM (ThereGate) will ask those values from the PQ monitoring unit. The HEM will receive
those values as ASCII format. After this, the HEM will send selected values to II-Dev
Dev as HTML text string.
stri

The following measurements data will be stored from Theregate to II-Dev
Dev PC database for further use.
Method GetAvgMeasurements that is accessed via HTTP presentation bridge will return following data:
CustomerID = text string that identifies a customer
RTime=Time when request was made [HH:MM:SS]
PQTime=End time of 10 minute power quality interval [HH:MM:SS]
L1Current10min = 10 minute average current in phase L1 [A]
L2Current10min = 10 minute average current in phase L2 [A]
L3Current10min = 10 minute average
rage current in phase L3 [A]
UL1 = 10 minute average voltage in phase L1 [V]
UL2 = 10 minute average voltage in phase L2 [V]
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UL3 = 10 minute average voltage in phase L3 [V]
THDL1 = Total harmonic distortion of supply voltage in phase L1 [%]
3rdHL1 = 3rd harmonic voltage in phase L1 [%]
5thHL1 = 5th harmonic voltage in phase L1 [%]
7thHL1 = 7th harmonic voltage in phase L1 [%]
THDL2 = Total harmonic distortion of supply voltage in phase L2 [%]
3rdHL2 = 3rd harmonic voltage in phase L2 [%]
5thHL2 = 5th harmonic voltage in phase L2 [%]
7thHL2 = 7th harmonic voltage in phase L2 [%]
THDL3 = Total harmonic distortion of supply voltage in phase L3 [%]
3rdHL3 = 3rd harmonic voltage in phase L3 [%]
5thHL3 = 5th harmonic voltage in phase L3 [%]
7thHL3 = 7th harmonic voltage in phase L3 [%]
PstL1 = Short term flicker severity index in phase L1
PstL2 = Short term flicker severity index in phase L2
PstL3 = Short term flicker severity index in phase L3
U2/U1 = Negative sequence component compared to positive sequence component [%]
U0/U1 = Zero sequence component compared to positive sequence component [%]
Interruption = If there have been several (or just one) interruptions during that specific 10 minute power
quality determination interval then the value is Yes otherwise No [Yes/No]
FB = Indicates if there has been phase missing or fuse blown in some phases during 10 minute power quality
determination interval. It also defines phases where the phase missing was detected. For example, during
some power quality determination interval there has been phase missing in phases L1 and L3 the result is
FB=L1,No,L3; [L1/No,L2/No,L3/No]
VSag = Indicates if there has been several (or just one) voltage sag during that specific 10 minute power
quality determination interval. If there has been the value is Yes otherwise No. [Yes/No]

Method GetAlarms that is accessed via HTTP presentation bridge will return following data:
L1Current = last measured electric current in phase L1 [A]
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L2Current = last measured electric current in phase L2 [A]
L3Current = last measured electric current in phase L3 [A]
CustomerID = text string that identifies a customer
Time =... Time when the fault was detected. [HH:MM:SS]
FaultType = Indicates the type of the fault [text].
If there is no fault Time=...,FaultType=... is 0 (zero)
FaultType examples
[FB_L1] phase missing in phase L1
[FB_L2] phase missing in phase L2
[FB_L3] phase missing in phase L3
[NL] zero conductor fault

GetAvgMeasurements will return following string:
CustomerID=IDtextstring;RTime=HH:MM:SS;PQTime=HH:MM:SS;L1Current10min=...;L2Current10min
=...;L3Current10min=...;UL1=...;UL2=...;UL3=...;THDL1=...;3rdHL1=...;5thHL1=...;7thHL1=...;THDL2=...
;3rdHL2=...;5thHL2=...;7thHL2=...;THDL3=...;3rdHL3=...;5thHL3=...;7thHL3=...;PstL1=...;PstL2=...;PstL3
=...;U2/U1=...;U0/U1=...;Interruption=Yes/No; FB=[L1/No,L2/No,L3/No];VSag=Yes/No;

GetAlarms will return following string:
CustomerID=IDtextstring;RTime=HH:MM:SS;L1Current=...;L2Current=...;L3Current=...;[Time=[HH:MM:
SS],FaultType=FB_L1/0];[Time=[HH:MM:SS],FaultType=FB_L2/0];[Time=[HH:MM:SS],FaultType=FB_
L3/0];[Time=[HH:MM:SS],FaultType=NL/0];

Definition:
... = double accuracy number as text
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LV network congestion management
Definition of use case
The purpose of this function is to manage power flows and voltage level in LV network by controlling DERs
by means of smart meters and HEMs.
The state estimation of radial networks estimates currents and voltages in all phases and all parts of LV
network based on static network data and the latest real-time measurements in database [Mut08]. The
accuracy and reliability of state variables may be improved by state estimation, when the observability of LV
network is not high enough (too few measurements from the same time interval) or measurements include
high uncertainty or bad measurements.
The CC has the complete model of the distribution network up to the single final LV customer in the network
information system. Network data (network topology, feeder and transformer electrical data and location of
customers) are sent (replicated) from CC to I-Dev. Only the LV network and SS data are required in details
for the LV network congestion management, rest of the system may be modelled as an equivalent system.
The calculation results of state estimation are compared to operational limits of SS and LV network. If some
thresholds are exceeded then the location of the problem is find out, the location of controllable resources
capable to solve the problem are looked for and finally the operational commands (e.g. to reduce power
flow) are send to selected HEMs. Load-flow algorithm is used to check the validity of control decisions from
electrical engineering viewpoint. The control commands are sent by meter data collector via protocol
gateway and smart meter to HEM. The control command includes following information:
what kind of control is expected (reduce or increase demand / production),
when control may be released or will the system also send the release command,
how much control is needed (total control need is shared among the available and suitable control
resources), and
where the control should be realized (identification of correct control resources).
The location, availability, resource size, etc. information of DERs is managed by HEM system. HEM
aggregates the DER information and send this to I-Dev utilizing smart meter communication. Overall
decision where and how much control is needed is done in I-Dev. However, the final decision how the
control need of single HEM is shared to individual DERs is made by HEM because customer may want to
prioritize the utilization of resources and the most recent information about DER availability and
controllability is at HEM. The prioritization of DERs might also depends on external factors like outdoor
temperature or predefined conditional situations like EV charging or the presence of high-consumption home
appliances such as electric sauna stoves.

State estimation
State estimation has been implemented as an Octave function, which can be called when necessary. The state
estimation function is based on a branch current method. The function uses the magnitudes and phase angles
of branch currents as state variables.
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Weighted least squares (WLS) estimation is used to determine the most likely state of the network. In WLS
estimation, the goal is to minimize the weighted sum of squared measurement residuals. Measurement
residual is the difference between measured and estimated value and each residual is weighted with the
variance (accuracy) of the corresponding measurement.
Equality constraints are used to avoid ill-conditioning problems arising from the combination of high and
low weights associated to zero-injection and pseudo load measurements. The equality constrained WLS
problem is solved by using the method of Lagrange multipliers.
The bad data detection has been implemented using the Largest Normalized Residual test. If bad data is
detected, the faulty measurements are eliminated from the measurement set and the state estimation is
continued without these faulty measurements. [Mut11]
The state estimation function requires the following inputs:
LV network data (topology and line parameters),
Three-phase load estimates (from customer class load profiles),
SS voltage measurements.
In addition, the following inputs can be used to make the state estimates more accurate:
•

Phase specific power, current or voltage measurements from smart meters,

•

Phase specific power, current or voltage measurements from RTUs,

•

Outdoor Temperature measurements (can be used for making temperature dependency corrections to
the three-phase load estimates).
State estimates are calculated separately for each phase. In INTEGRIS, the three-phase load estimates are
used only if the phase specific power measurements from smart meters are not available. In that case, the
three-phase load is divided evenly to all phases.
Using the above mentioned inputs, the state estimation function can calculate the best possible estimate for
the network state. Finally, the state estimation function gives node voltage, line current and line power flow
estimates as outputs.

Load flow management
The load flow management function has been built around the state estimation function which was presented
above. Inputs from state estimation function are the estimated or measured voltages and currents. In addition
some other parameters are needed: upper and lower limit for voltage level and fuse current ratings.
Overload monitoring is done by comparing the measured and estimated phase current values to fuse current
ratings. This is carried out only for the fuses of the public distribution network. Service drops feeding
individual customers are usually protected against overload with customer main fuses. It was determined that
monitoring of overloading of these fuses should be done locally by ThereGate. IDev should also determine
for how long these control measures should be in effect.
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If the overload sub-function determines an overload problem, it determines which customers are located
downstream from the fuse. The sub-function also determines how much power should be curtailed and how
should it be distributed. There are several principles according to which this can be done: for example it can
be based on customer main fuse rating or on the nominal power of the known DER units within the LV
network.
Undervoltage and overvoltage monitoring and management are conducted much the same way as overload
management. In this case it is necessary to check whether the medium voltage network has voltage problems.
For example, in case of undervoltage in the MV network, the function determines that local control inside the
LV network should not be done. It is assumed here that the MV network congestion management is
responsible to solve voltage problems originated from MV network. Thus the LV network load flow
management may need to be able to receive instructions to increase production or limit generation from MV
network congestion management. In that case, LV network load flow management determines how it should
distribute these requests to its customers.
If there is an undervoltage problem originating from the LV network itself, the undervoltage sub-function
determines which customers should participate in the power curtailment and how much they should decrease
their consumption. In case of an overvoltage problem, the overvoltage sub-function determines which DER
customers should limit their power output or if they capable of increase their loading in order to decrease LV
network voltage to acceptable level.
Both the state estimation and LV network load flow management functions are implemented utilizing
Octave. These functions are called from main program via Octave’s C API.

Home energy management
HEM system is based on the ThereGate HEM device. ThereGate is basically a smart wireless router
equipped with Z-wave chip, 3G module, four usb-ports and four Ethernet ports. By default it contains the
support for Z-wave protocol. Support for M-bus is also ready and can be used using a M-bus usb-adapter.
Support for ZigBee should be ready in the near future and also requires usage of an usb adapter.
ThereGate communicates with the equipment at home. Most of the communication is done using the Z-wave
protocol, for example controlling loads on or off (switches), controlling heating (thermostat) and reading
energy consumption values (smart meter). Communication with DER can’t be easily done with Z-wave and
for this purpose CANopen protocol and CANbus is used.
In order keep the power of a customer’s network connection below a certain value, some kind of a load
restriction method should be applied. Load restriction methods can be divided in two parts: load alternation
and load adjustment. In alternation methods, loads can be switched off and on in accordance of different
control principles. In load adjustment methods the load current of some loads is restricted instead of on-offswitching. It would be possible for example to switch a load, for example an EV charger, from a “high
power” state to “low power” state or to modify the power or the current of the load or production unit
continuously. Adjustment requires communication between a “load controller” and the controllable device.
Current restriction methods can be divided in two different groups also from another point-of-view: methods
in which the total current, for example real estate’s connection point current, is measured and methods
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without the measurement. If the total current is measured, loads can be controlled dynamically depending on
the margin between measured and the maximum current. Methods without the measurement can be very
simple and can be based on simple rules such as today’s practice in Finland where electric heating is
switched off when electric sauna stove is swiched on.
There are many boundary conditions in load restriction methods, which have to be taken into account. When
loads are switched off or the energy they receive is restricted by some other way, the harm caused by the
load control cannot be too severe. For example, when space heaters or coolers are switched off, it is
important that the indoor temperatures do not detoriate to uncomfortable level. During extreme weather
conditions this might happen even with fairly short time range. Coordination of local loads could be
enhanced by incorporating local temperature measurements in the control method to ensure proper
temperatures, but this increases the complexity and the costs of the system. Also, when switching
heaters/coolers off, cold load pick-up phenomenon will occur, and this should be taken into account. Another
example could be off-switching of hot water boiler, as the sufficiency of the hot water should always be
ensured. In the last resort, the boundary conditions are set by the customer.
ThereGate is running a Peak Load Reduction algorithm, whose operation is briefly described in the
following. In normal case the algorithm is needed to prevent overloading of the connection point when for
example big loads like sauna stove, heating and EV charging would be simultaineosly on. If total amount of
loads exceeds the limit of the connection point capacity, algorithm turns off some loads and controls when
each load gets its turn to be on.
Additionally Theregate can receive a message from the upper levels of the network management system that
defines a different limit for the maximum amount of load that is allowed to be connected. Algorithm running
on the ThereGate offers a method for setting the maximum connection point current or total load in kW. The
upper level control system can execute this method using HTTP communication. When total amount of load
allowed is set lower than the capacity of connection point, the algorithm basically works the same but with
different limits and therefore it might made some different decisions about what loads may be connected.
Peak Load Reduction algorithm includes an algorithm called alternator controller to decide how limited
supply network capacity is utilized to feed customer loads. Alternator controller may be very complex but
here very straightforward implementation has been selected. It works by dividing loads in different time
frames and takin into account priority set by a customer. The priority is used for deciding in which order and
how long time each load will be supplied during the alternation process. Loads can either be set to get equal
amount of time frames, but the higher priorities get the frames first, or higher priorities can be set to have
bigger amount of time frames.
Algorithm works so that it takes the highest priority load from the list, and if the load isn’t too high for the
limit, it assigns it to the time frame. Then the algorithm checks if the second highest priority load would fit in
the same time frame within the load limit. If it fits, algorithm adds it to the frame and continues to make the
same for the other loads. If the second load is too big to fit to the limit with the first one, algorithm searches
for lower priority loads that would fit in the same time frame, until there is no load that fits. Then the
algorithm assigns the load with highest priority that wasn’t in the first time frame to the second frame, and
makes the same decisions as when choosing loads to the first time frame, but leaving out those loads that
were in the first frame.
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There’s also a possibility to make different kind of alternation if the usage of the loads can be predicted. For
example if the limit for maximum load on is lowered, some loads like EV might be left out from the
alternation if it’s known that loading isn’t necessarily needed yet and later there will be less loads on and
then would be better time for loading the EV. EV charging and heating or cooling of buildings may be
scheduled for low load demand periods using typical load profile of that customer.

Internal interfaces of home energy management
DER control communication is established using CANopen communication protocol. It’s an open messagebased protocol designed for use with CAN-bus. Messages have IDs that work as a priority and those are used
when deciding which message gets through if multiple messages are sent simultainiosly. CAN is an
abbreviation of Control-area network and the bus is widely used in automotive applications. In the project
ThereGate will be communicating with the battery system illustrating the EV. Communication will be
established by using a CAN-usb adapter attached to ThereGates usb port. Communication between battery
management system and ThereGate uses CANbus as a physical layer and CANopen as communication
protocol. Messages are sent from ThereGate when some control information is read or when parameters are
set. In case of alarms the battery management system can notify ThereGate by writing the alarm message to
the bus. Messages follow the CANopen protocol.
Z-wave is used for communication with most of the other devices to be controlled or read. Z-wave is a
wireless communication protocol and a mesh networking technology. Mesh network is a network where
nodes can pass messages to each others so that all nodes do not have to be at controller’s communication
range as long as they can reach the controller passing messages to other nodes. All devices communicating
with Z-wave have to be paired with the controller. After this communication between paired devices is
possible. Pairing is done a bit differently depending on the device. When ThereGate is used as a controller,
user first runs search function on ThereGate and then does the pairing operation on the other device. After
this device is found and can be added to a device list in ThereGate.
ThereGate communicates with thermostats, load switches and Kamstrup smart meter using Z-wave. There
corporation has developed interfaces for controlling these devices. Every added Z-wave device gets an
unique ID on ThereGate and the communication is passed on these IDs.
Load switches are QEES Z-wave switches that are classified as binary switches at ThereGate. This means
that functionality only consists of switching relay on or off, or reading the relay value. Thus there are mainly
two kinds of messages between controller and switches. Controller can request switch state from the switch
and receives the state (on/off) as a reply message. Other one is that controller can send a set state –message
to the switch. This message includes the new state, and reply message from switch also contains the new
state of the switch. In addition, the state of the switch can be monitored and in that case the switch sends a
message about it’s changed state to the controller. This is useful because relays also have manual switches
for changing the state.
Z-wave controlled thermostat controls heating. Different messages can be used for communicating with the
thermostat: Set the thermostat setpoint (includes new setpoint as parameter), request the thermostat setpoint
and request the current temperatura. Message replies contain either requested information or confirmation
about changes made.
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For electricity measurement purposes a Kamstrup 382 energy meter is used. This meter is equipped with a Zwave module that enables reading of some measured values using Z-wave. Values that can be read through
Z-wave module are for example:
-

Current (for all phases)

-

Voltage (for all phases)

-

Active and reactive energy

-

Actual active and reactive power

-

Maximum active and reactive power

-

Accumulated maximum active and reactive power

LV Network Fault Management
This use case has been defined for communication network which may be operated independently from
electrical networks. Therefore the use of PLC communication to collect measurements and alarms from
smart meters is not relevant in this case. Another use case for this purpose has been defined but it has not
been finilized when this deliverable was published. This use case will be published in the second revision of
this deliverable.

Definition of use case
The LV network fault management represents how the real-time information about LV network faults and
dangerous circumstances can be provided to the CC operator in order to reduce LV network outage time, to
reduce the number of customer trouble calls and to improve safety of LV network operation.
When a smart meter detects a fault it sends an alarm to I-Dev PC which may identify the faulted area of LV
network. The fault area is detected by locating alarming smart meters on network and assuming fault located
prior to them. If it is necessary, I-Dev PC may send verification query to smart meters to be sure about
connection point status. This information with LV network topology is used to detect fault locations. If there
is only one smart meter not-reachable then the problem is probably connected to the single user. When there
are many not-reachable smart meters on same LV feeder then the problem is on that feeder. If there are many
not-reachable smart meter connected on different LV feeders of the same SS then the problem is on the SS
transformer or on the MV network.
Only single and two phase LV network faults may be detected locally at three phase smart meter. If all three
phases are missing, then smart meter polling from I-Dev PC is needed to ensure if the fault is on MV or LV
side. If the fault is on LV network, then a message to SCADA/DMS is send about faulted area.
The overall concept requires that fault detection applications are running at all customer connection points
and communication to smart meter is available also during the fault situation which might not be the case
with BB-PLC. If the communication during a fault is not working, then requests from I-Dev PC to smart
meters are used to detect faulted area.
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Smart meter may also detect dangerous events like broken zero conductor, wrong phase order, and over and
under voltages based on measurements in customer connection point. In that case smart meter will isolate the
customer by sending a control command to mains switch and it will also send an alarm to I-Dev PC and
finally to SCADA/DMS.
If DG units are equipped with remotely controllable mains switch, it is possible to disconnect DG units
remotely by DSO before starting network maintenance work or utilize the disconnection possibility as a
backup for loss-of-mains protection. If isolated LV network, e.g. due to blown LV feeder fuse, has a perfect
balance between power production and consumption, the operation of loss-of-mains protection might be
prevented. Then I-Dev PC should detect the faulted area and disconnect all DG units on it.

Implementation in power quality monitoring unit
Power quality monitoring unit designed for three phase customer measures voltage values in metering point.
The unit can detect phase faults, neutral conductor faults and MV conductor faults and send alarm to
ThereGate from each fault type. The logics to detect each fault type are described below. Threshold levels of
each fault type are set individually. The PQ monitoring unit will also send notification when the fault is
removed.
1) Phase fault/fuse blown. Fault is detected when phase voltage of some phase is lower than the defined
threshold during the defined time-delay period. Time-delay is set to 10 s. Alarm contains
information of which phase is faulted.
2) Neutral conductor fault. Fault is detected when:
a.

One phase voltage is between threshold levels normal phase voltage minimum and normal
phase voltage maximum.

b. Second phase voltage is higher than threshold normal phase voltage maximum
c. Third phase voltage is lower than threshold normal phase voltage minimum
d. Conditions a, b and c lasts longer than the defined time-delay period. Time-delay is set to 10
s.
3) MV conductor fault. Fault is detected when:
a. One phase voltage is between threshold levels normal phase voltage minimum and normal
phase voltage maximum.
b. Two phase voltages are between threshold levels under phase voltage minimum and under
phase voltage maximum.
c. Conditions a and b lasts longer than the defined time-delay period. Time-delay is set to 10 s.
Use case description of fault alarm:
1. Power quality monitoring unit detects fault and sends alarm to ThereGate
2. ThereGate forwards alarm to I-Dev PC
3. I-Dev PC saves alarm to database.
4. I-Dev PC receives alarm and waits 20 s if other meters have detected faults to achieve faulted area
information.
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5. I-Dev PC sends alarm to SCADA/DMS consisting information about faulted area and fault type
Use case description of notification of fault correction:
1. Power quality monitoring unit detects that conditions of detected fault are not valid and send
notification to ThereGate
2. ThereGate forwards notification to I-Dev PC.
3. I-Dev PC waits 1 minute if the fault is renewed.
a. If the fault is not renewed I-Dev PC saves the end time of the fault to data base and sends
notification to SCADA/DMS
b. If same fault is renewed nothing happens
c. If new fault type is detected it is saved to database. I-Dev PC decides based on the
information of previous fault type and fault information from other meters if alarm about
new fault type is sent to SCADA/DMS.
i. If the previous fault type was neutral conductor fault new fault type is not sent to
SCADA/DMS.
ii. If the previous fault type was not neutral conductor fault and new fault type is, new
alarm is sent to SCADA/DMS.
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